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Medical Schedule, Instruction/Guidelines for candidates appearing for medical examination on the 
basis of result of Engineering Services Examination-2023 

On the basis of result of Engineering Services Examination 2023, the candidates shall have to 
present themselves for medical examination before the Medical Board at 8:30 A.M on the date and place 
mentioned against their name being uploaded separately:- 

2. Please note that no request for change in scheduled date/place of medical exam shall be entertained. 
Candidates should report to respective Chairperson of Central Standing Medical Board of the Hospital on 
the date, time and place/venue specified against their name in the schedule. Please ensure to bring the 
following: 

(i) 10 passport size recent photographs with white background. 

(ii) if he/she wears the Spectacles bring their contact glasses latest along-with glass number prescription 
slip indicating the power of glasses prescribed and photos with glasses. 

(iii) candidate’s copy and come fasting 8-10 hours on the day for medical examination.  

(iv) Any Government issued document with photograph thereon as proof of identity and UPSC ‘s Admit 
card for ESE-2023. 

(v) Please note that the presence of candidates will be required till 04:00 P.M. and for further period of few 
days, in case of investigation/hospitalization is considered necessary. 

 

3. Candidates will be required to deposit the prescribed medical examination fees, if any, with the said 
hospital. Please note that candidates could be asked to stay in case a Special Medical Board is arranged to 
examine them or any other detailed medical examination is required in their case. 

4. Please note that in case a candidate fails to report for medical examination on the date, time and 
place/venue indicated above he/she will not be given any further chance for medical examination and will 
not be considered for allotment on the basis of Engineering Services Examination- 2023. No TA/DA shall 
be paid to the candidates in connection with medical examination. Further, this communication does not 
involve any commitment for offer of appointment. 

5. Please note that no correspondence will be entertained w.r.t. to change in medical examination 
date or venue. 

6. Candidates recommended against the Persons with Benchmark Disabilities (PwBDs) vacancies should 
carry their valid 'Disability Certificate' in original in the prescribed proforma alongwith an additional 
photocopy of the same. 

 7. PWBD candidates should confirm their subcategory of disability from Annexure-1 of ESE Rules- 2023 
before appearing for medical examination so as to avoid disappointment later. These candidates will also 
carry Annexure II (Report of Medical Board on verification of 
disability...) in addition to the Medical Report Format. 
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8. Please note that no separate written communication will be sent to the candidates regarding medical 
examination. 

9. Candidates should carry three copies of Medical Board Report Form -ESE-2023 (strictly to be printed 
on both sides of A-4 size paper only) available on official website. Personal details should be filled 
beforehand. The form is to be signed in the presence of Chairman of the Medical Board. 

10. Candidates are requested to acquaint themselves with Appendix-II of ESE Rules 2023 uploaded on 
official website before proceeding to medical examination. 

11 Inquiries, if any can be made on Email id : rectt.ese-dot@gov.in . 

 

Official website of DoT for the Engineering Services Exam Updates URL Link:  https://dot.gov.in/circular-
and-notifications/3060   
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